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What a productive second term we have had!
Thanks to your support, we were able to commence with ensembles and pupil workshops galore, and an exciting new course structure kept us heads down in planning.
Re-calibrating our way forward has given us all the encouragement
we have needed but it has also been a healing experience for all of
us at KMA. Exploring different ways to do what we do best has
reminded us of what we have to offer as people and reinforced
our commitment to the children we love so much.
As I write this, we are 24 hours away from heading out of the safehaven of limited activity we have sheltered in over the last six
months. Because of you, from 9th July we will be fully operational
once more, with individual lessons, ensembles, performances and
assessments on the calendar until December.
We continue improving our recently upgraded website by offering
more ways to sponsor a child at KMA and sharing the message
that music is healing. As we head into third term we welcome new
teachers into the KMA family and we wish new Head of Music,
Jono Prest, an enriching experience leading our talented group of
teachers.
I will be resurrecting the KMA Choir this term, something I have
wanted to do for a long time. But this version will be like no other,
as ALL of our full-time staff will be joining in! Watch this space for
an electrifying singing experience.
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We send out a heartfelt thank you to all our donors and supporters over the last quarter - we could not have done it without you!
Dwyn Griesel

The KMA
Admin staff
enjoy some
local
fish-n-tjips
on the last
day of term

Maria Nakapala serenades the dogs at DARG
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Our new KMA Course ensures beginners are
given the opportunity to spend the 8 - 11
years between school grades 2 and matric,
exploring different instruments at KMA,
while infusing their development as people
with the magical cognitive benefits music has
to offer. With more than 24 instruments on
offer, and regular ensemble playing, all pupils have an informed choice to pursue music
as a career option. Have a look at our course
on our new website!
Check out our
BRAND NEW WEBSITE!
www.kmahoutbay.org

With the commencement of our full programme, KMA welcomes the following
teachers into our family: (L-R) Kirstyn
Botha, Oliver Schenk, Ingrid Snaith, Sky
Dladla and Simon Van Harte...

… and we welcome back (L-R) Jono Prest,
Stanisalv Angelov and Emile Bruwer.

Thanks to Ann Barr for introducing the
wonderful Steve Waterman to KMA. Steve
kept our trumpet pupils in raptures as he
shared some of his practising techniques
with our beginners. Yip guys… there’s no
getting’ away from da practisin’!
Steve was just one of three workshops our
pupils took part in this term. Workshops
are essential for exposure to professionals,
mixing with other young musicians outside
of Hout bay and learning new skills. KMA
thanks Lauren Jacobson (UK) and Di Rossi
(SAJE) for including KMA in their workshops this term.
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KMA pupils were treated to an unexpected
gift at the end of term when KMA friend,
Ken Lipinski, donated a huge bag overflowing with unopened airline toiletry bags. Girls
got the smellies and boys got the essentials
for ‘guy-comfort’. While instruments, accessories and funding is always needed, these
small treats are welcomed at KMA to show
our appreciation towards our pupils. This
time it was extra special for us to be able to
say ‘Thank you’ to the 40 pupils who have
walked the uncertain path with us these
past 6 months. These are all pupils who are
deeply committed to their love for music.

Aviwe Mkhaphuza has been with KMA
since 2010. Now working as a supervisor
at KMA, in May he achieved a Distinction
for his Grade 6 Trinity Jazz Saxophone
Exam, fuelling his dream to study music
one day and return to KMA to teach. A
laugh-a-minute, this determined young
man is hard-working and passionate, taking opportunities for his growth wherever
he can find them. Please consider supporting Aviwe and others like him at KMA.
Music has changed his life.

Some of the lucky pupils and their spoils
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